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At Uniting Communities we believe that reconciliation is the act of healing the

The Uniting Communities Reconciliation Statement and Plan describes the

relationship between Aboriginal and non – Aboriginal people to create lives

actions we will take over the next three years to make reconciliation a lived

which are full of good opportunities for both.

reality in our place.

Today Uniting Communities publishes our first Reconciliation Action Plan.

This publication marks an important moment in our history and we invite you

Today we set a new direction by describing our commitment to reconciliation

to ask yourself how you might become involved in the journey of healing to

and the actions designed to fulfil them.

reconciliation wherever you are.

With gratitude we recognise that some of our staff and board members

Thank you for taking the time to read this publication. It would not have been

have been working at reconciliation for many years. Today we make this a

possible without all of those people who provided feedback for the draft plans

responsibility for us all. We seek to unite our community by creating a spirit of

and the RAP group wishes to extend their gratitude and thanks to all who were

reconciliation in the work that we do and in the relationships we hold.

involved in this important process.

Eighteen months ago our Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) group was given
the task of creating a plan. The aim was to ensure there are positive changes
made to our workplace and our services for Aboriginal people.

CE Simon Schrapel
Rev Peter McDonald
Reconciliation Week 2013

UNITING COMMUNITIES’ - COMMITMENT TO RECONCILIATION
•

Uniting Communities respects the enduring spiritual relationship Aboriginal societies have with land and sea and
the importance of this relationship to the wellbeing of Aboriginal people, including their languages and customs.

•

Uniting Communities acknowledge that past practices and policies of the Church and State has contributed to
the trauma still experienced by our First Australians today.

•

By seeking reconciliation and working in partnership with Aboriginal communities, Uniting Communities will move
towards healing, justice, self determination and empowerment for Aboriginal people.

•

Through our Action Plan Uniting Communities will improve opportunities for Aboriginal staff, access to services
for Aboriginal people and connections to Aboriginal communities.

To learn more read our Reconciliation Statement and discover the Actions we are taking to play our part!
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UNITING COMMUNITIES’ RECONCILIATION STATEMENT
Uniting Communities acknowledges Aboriginal people as the First Australians, occupying this country thousands of
years before colonisation. Therefore, Aboriginal peoples in the past, present and future are the traditional custodians
of the land.
As such we respect the enduring spiritual relationship Aboriginal societies have with land and sea and the importance
of this relationship to the physical, psychological and spiritual health and wellbeing of Aboriginal people. We recognise
that the knowledge, language and customs of the First Australians are passed down through generations and continue
to be important today and are a valued part of the Australian heritage.
Uniting Communities acknowledges past wrongful policies and practices by the Australian Government and Churches,
including the Uniting Church, which resulted in injustices, disempowerment and disadvantage for Aboriginal people.
We understand that the accumulated trauma impacted by generations of discrimination and dispossession of lands,
children and kin, languages and cultural identity is still felt today and current policies and attitudes continue to cause
harm to the First Australians.
Uniting Communities promotes the right of Aboriginal people to control their destinies through self determination and
believes that together we are responsible for creating healing and justice.
Uniting Communities recognises that reconciliation is congruent with our Values Statement and the values of the
Uniting Church.
Uniting Communities will play its part in reconciliation – the act of improving relationships for change between
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians.
Through our Action Plan Uniting Communities will improve the opportunities for Aboriginal staff, access to services for
Aboriginal people and connections to Aboriginal communities.
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UNITING COMMUNITIES’ RECONCILIATION ACTIONS
Relationships

Respect

Uniting Communities work involves being connected to communities through the
range of relationships our staff hold with Aboriginal community members.

By promoting a positive view of Aboriginal culture Uniting Communities works to
build respect as an important part of reconciliation.

Action				

Timeline		

Measurable Target

Support ongoing work of Aboriginal
Leadership Committee group as a way for
Aboriginal staff to provide feedback to the
organisation.

Half
yearly

Regular reports via CEO
to Executive

Demonstrate our relationship with Uniting
Aboriginal Islander Christian Congress by
seeking their input into Kurlana Tampawardli.

Annual

Ensure there is a
meaningful role for
UAICC (Congress) as
a partner to Kurlana
Tampawardli

Providing up to date and clear information
to remote Anangu communities through the
Paper Tracker project.

Annual

Provide Paper Tracker
radio show on weekly
basis

Partner with Reconciliation SA to keep
abreast with political issues affecting
Aboriginal people in South Australia.

Annual

Establish formal
partnership with
Reconciliation SA

Ensure at least one meeting each year
between UAICC and Uniting Communities (eg
Minister and Aboriginal Leadership Group).

Annual

Report provided via
Minister to Executive
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Action				

Timeline		

Measurable Target

Ensure that all appropriate staff attend
Aboriginal Awareness Training
Or
Building Relationships with Aboriginal
Communities.

March
2014

100% of new starts
12/13 trained by end
of 13/14

Promote selected event Reconciliation SA
event for staff participation.

Annual

Event promoted

Demonstrate our respect for Aboriginal
organisations by reviewing our policy for new
tenders / services to ensure that any new
service works to empower local Aboriginal
community based organisations, where
appropriate.

December
2013

Review new tenders
policy

Opportunities

Reporting

Uniting Communities recognises it has a responsibility to create opportunities for
Aboriginal people through employment, service provision and advocacy.

Uniting Communities will accurately report its progress against its RAP targets
and timelines.

Action				

Action				

Timeline

Measurable Target

Aim for a minimum of 2% of staff to be from an
Aboriginal or Torres Island background by the
end of three years.

2011-2014
strategic plan
period

2% Aboriginal staff
across the whole
organisation.

Review and update bereavement leave policies
to improve flexibility

June 2013

Policy updated

Develop policy for Aboriginal staff participation in
cultural events and celebrations.

September
2013

New policy adopted in
policy manual

Ensure that there is a clear career and personal
development plan for our Aboriginal staff as part
of the annual appraisals process from when staff
have completed their probation period.

December
2013

100% of Aboriginal staff
with career plans

Ensure that all Aboriginal staff have the
opportunity to have a mentor in the organisation
for a 12 month period.

March
2014

Mentoring opportunities
are provided and
promoted to current
and new Aboriginal staff

Hosting a conversation between service
managers, group managers and Aboriginal
Leadership group which shares ideas which
reduce the barriers for Aboriginal clients who
wish to access our services.

December
2013

Host an annual planning
conversation re barriers

All service groups will include initiatives to
address barriers and increase the provision
of services to Aboriginal people as a result
of annual planning conversations, where
appropriate.

December
2013

100% of service plans
with provision of
services to Aboriginal
people

Timeline		

Measurable Target

RAP finished.

May
2013

RAP approved by
Reconciliation Australia
RAP on Uniting
Communities website
RAP publically launched
and celebrated

RAP reported on annually on achievement
against RAP targets.

December
2013

Board report and
published in Uniting
Communities Annual
report.
Acknowledgment by
Aboriginal communities
and Aboriginal staff on
progress reports.

Review the Reconciliation Action Plan in line
with Organisational planning cycle

3 yearly plan
in line with
organisational
strategic
planning

Major RAP review aligned
with 3 year planning
cycle.
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An agency of the Uniting Church in Australia

